RIVER RIDGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMEN T DISTRICT
Single Source Certification
DATE: f May --1..1._, 2022
Authority is requested to make the following purchase as a non-competitive purchase available from onOy one
source.

ITEM(S):

RRCDD Leased Irrigation System; Rain Bird® IC System™

I ______ ___I
I
I

PRICE:$ .....

FUND #:_I_ _ _ _ _ _ _____.I

VENDOR ID:

REQUISITION#: ._I_ _ _ _ _ _ ___.I

VENDOR NAME:I FIS OUTDOOR; Rain Bird®

□

IPURCHASE ORDER#: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I________.

Describe,the equipment. commodity or contractual service and how it is to be used. Provide the justification for the single
source (note price cannot be used for justification). Attach additional pages ifnecessary.

The current irrigation system is 12 years old, consisting of outdated hardware and control systems. This project includes
replacing all irrigation heads 1,371 in toral, and irrigation stations throughout the golf courses. Efficient, consistent, and
reliable operation of ilie irrigation system, with lowered maintenance costs, is critical and essential. The diagnostics of the IC
(Irrigation Control) System unique and exclusive with t&ie Rain Bird® IC System™ allows the operator to monitor status and
proactively resolve issues. This exclusive innovation prevents turf damage and saves time. The Rain Bird® IC System™
connects central control directly to every rotor and valve, providing exceptional course conditions, with water conservation
and energy efficiency. This Integrated Control Technology is used to communicate between the computer and the field
devices. There will be no field satellites or interfaces visible on the golf course. The overall system provides the most efficient
energy and water conservation controls available. The system provides the best in time management to operate this
comprehensive system. FIS Outdoor is the only authorized vendor/distributor in Florida for the Rain Bird® IC System™. The
Rain Bird® IC System™ is proprietary to Rain Bird. This is the only system and equipment that meets the specialized needs
oftheRRCDD and golf course and performs the intended function.

Chesley A~J.i~ Jr, District Manager
Dated:
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Approved by Board of Supervisors
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